The KEXY Equity Initiative (KEI)
*

Helping minority restaurant owners to prosper

* Photos used do not imply an association with KEI

Talent Is Equitable… Opportunity Is Not

The KEXY Equity Initiative (KEI) was designed to provide
free data-driven technology aimed at improving BIPOC
restaurant owners' ability to succeed.

Cynthia Daniels

Founder of Memphis Black Restaurant Week

Valerie Peavy

Owner of The Office in Memphis
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The Reality
Barriers to success for persons of color (POC) restaurant owners aren’t
different from those in any other industry — problems with prejudice, lack
of access to capital, as well as technological resources continue to exist.

Jesse Gomez

Co-Owner of Cocinas y Calaveras

Jose Acevedo

Co-Owner & Executive Chef
of Cocinas y Calaveras
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By The Numbers

41% of black-owned and
32% of Latinx-owned
businesses closed since
April 2020, compared to
17% of white-owned
businesses.
- UC Berkeley

40% of restaurant owners
are minorities, compared to
29% of other businesses
across the economy.

- Great American Takeout

During the first round of
PPP loans, black-owned
businesses received only
2 percent, while whiteowned firms received 83
percent.

40% of black-owned
businesses are not
expected to survive
the coronavirus
pandemic.

- Eater.com

- CBS News

Danielle Johnson

Owner of The Waffle Iron
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An Opportunity

As a result of recent events
around racial and social
justice, more than one-third of
consumers are more inclined
to seek out and visit AfricanAmerican owned restaurants
when they reopen.
- Coca-Cola Company Study

Cynthia Nevels
Soulgood
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Our Platform
Watch the video to see how KEXY works

KEXY Suite streamlines inventory
management and ordering for bars and
restaurants so they can focus on the
work that grows their business.
KEXY Deals offers restaurant owners
exclusive deals that distributors have
curated just for them.

Trusted by independent
restaurants of chains such as
Applebee’s, Blaze Pizza, and
Texas Roadhouse.

Play Video

Currently used by restaurants
and bars in over 20 countries
around the globe.
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Value Proposition
We aim to democratize the food and
beverage industry by eliminating barriers
to success for BIPOC owners in the
hospitality sector who have historically
been underserved.
Our analytical-driven technology reduces
costs and provides granular insights
which help improve the operational
efficiency of their business.

David Kuo

Chef and Owner of Little Fatty
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FAQ
Q: The most common question we get is: “Is there
a way for me to support KEI even though I’m not a
minority?”
A: YES! The platform was created to help ALL
restaurant and bar owners. The more establishments
that use our technology actually increases our impact
and ability to help others.
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Virginia Ali
Ben’s Chili Bowl
(Washington D.C.)
PERMANENTLY CLOSED

Let’s Work Together!
Our collective efforts will help traditionally
underrepresented groups succeed in the
restaurant industry.

Monica Lee
Beverly Soon Tofu Restaurant
(Koreatown, Los Angeles)
PERMANENTLY CLOSED

Percy Billings
Harold’s Chicken Shack #55 off 87th
(Chicago)
PERMANENTLY CLOSED

getkexy.com/home

Mobeen Ahmad
Shalimar Fine Indian Cuisine
(Nashville)
PERMANENTLY CLOSED

Noah Coleman
Shugs Southern Soul Café
(St. George, South Carolina)
PERMANENTLY CLOSED

Ray Garcia
Broken Spanish
(Los Angeles)
PERMANENTLY CLOSED

